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Abstract: Over the last decade, free-space quantum key distribution (QKD), a secure key
sharing protocol, has risen in popularity due the adaptable nature of free-space networking and
the near-term potential to share quantum-secure encryption keys over a global scale. While
the literature has primarily focused on polarization based-protocols for free-space transmission,
there are benefits to implementing other protocols, particularly when operating at fast clock-rates,
such as in the GHz. In this paper, we experimentally demonstrate a time-bin QKD system,
implementing the coherent one-way (COW) at 1 GHz clock frequency, utilizing a free-space
channel and receiver. We demonstrate the receiver’s robustness to atmospheric turbulence,
maintaining an operational visibility of 92%, by utilizing a lab-based turbulence simulator. With
a fixed channel loss of 16 dB, discounting turbulence, we obtain secret key rate (SKR) of 6.4
kbps, 3.4 kbps, and 270 bps for three increasing levels of turbulence. Our results highlight that
turbulence must be better accounted for in free-space QKD modelling due to the additional
induced loss.

Published by Optica Publishing Group under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License.
Further distribution of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the published article’s title,
journal citation, and DOI.

1. Introduction

Quantum communications is a growing research field that seeks to take advantage of quantum
phenomena to create unconditionally secure communications protocols [1–5]. Quantum key
distribution (QKD), an encryption key sharing protocol, is the most mature quantum communica-
tions technology [6,7]. QKD has been extensively experimentally investigated on point-to-point
optical fiber links and dark fiber networks [8–13] and is growing in line-of-sight free-space
and underwater implementations [14–18]. While many experiments typically utilize qubits,
investigations with higher dimension quantum states, so-called qudits, are growing due to their
higher noise tolerance and information capacity [19,20].

In line-of-sight demonstrations, QKD has been dominated by polarization based protocols
due to the relative simplicity of the implementation, particularly for low repetition rates [21–23].
Utilizing other QKD protocols in line-of-sight applications based on other degrees of freedom,
such as time-bin or phase, is seen as challenging, due to the need to perform asymmetric
interferometry of a multimode signal [24–26]. The challenge can be met in two ways; using
adaptive optics (AO) to couple light into a single mode fiber [27,28]; or passive free-space optical
design which enables multimodal response [29–32]. The passive methods can operate over a
range of bandwidths, however, there is a need to optimize and choose the best solution due to the
implication on size, stability, and practicality [33]. Beyond feasibility studies, time-bin based
protocols in free-space channels have been demonstrated using time-bin entangled qubits over 1.2
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km [34] and a reference-frame-independent protocol over 2 km [35]. While the use of a free-space
channel enables the experimentation with real atmospheric conditions, for example turbulence,
demonstrations are limited to the atmospheric conditions on the days of measurement, limiting
examination over a broad range. Lab-based equipment that manipulates the wavefront of light,
such as spatial light modulators (SLM), can be utilized to simulate atmospheric turbulence [36],
enabling a broader range of testing in addition to real channel testing, beneficial for capturing the
full range of performance.

In this paper, we utilize a fully free-space time-bin optical receiver with passive relay-lens
asymmetric interferometer to demonstrate a coherent one-way (COW) protocol, [26,37], at a
pattern frequency rate of 500 MHz (1 GHz clock frequency). We incorporate a SLM in the
transmission channel to simulate three levels of atmospheric turbulence, without needing to use a
long-distance range. Our demonstrations show the interferometric visibility of 92% is maintained
for all levels of turbulence. For a channel loss of 16 dB, discounting losses associated with
turbulence, we show secure key rates of 6.4 kbps, 3.4 kbps, and 270 bps for low, medium, and
high turbulence levels, respectively, demonstrating that loss from atmospheric turbulence is a
non-negligible parameter for system modelling. The work highlights that lab-based equipment
can be used to simulate real-world atmospheric effects, enabling broader testing parameters to be
tested on a faster time-scale.

2. Turbulence simulation and implementation

Atmospheric turbulence is known to vary with time due to disparities in both the pressure and
temperature of the atmosphere along the propagation path. Consequently, this causes variations
in the index of refraction, resulting in both phase and amplitude fluctuations of the propagating
light beam, leading to fading and reduced signal to noise ratio [38]. Throughout the day usually
three turbulence regimes are defined: low, medium and strong [39,40].

To simulate turbulences in the lab the atmosphere is usually divided in several layers or “phase
screens”. However, for some cases using a single phase screen is a good enough approximation,
this happens when the turbulent path is not too long or it is only a small portion of the whole
path [41,42]. Therefore, we made use of the ‘thin screen approximation’ procedure [41,43,44].
Atmospheric propagation can be understood as a plane wave accumulating a random phase
distortion due to the different properties in the channel that different areas of the wave see. The
wavefront observed can be described as:

U(f ) = W(f ) exp(iϕ(f )), (1)

where f are the spatial frequency coordinates f = [fx,fy], W(·) is the pupil function and ϕ(·) is the
phase distortion function. This distortion function will be modelled making use of the Zernike
polynomials approximation. Zernike polynomials are a set of polynomials orthogonal among
themselves, commonly used to describe wavefront aberrations. The distortion function was
generated as:

ϕ(Rρ) =
N∑︂

j=1
ajZj(ρ) (2)

where R and ρ are the polar transformation of f , being R the radius of the receiver aperture, so
the usual radius coordinate r can be scaled to r = Rρ with 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1. Therefore Rρ = [Rρ, θ]T
and the function is normalized to the radius of the aperture. Zj is the jth Zernike polynomial, and
aj are random number following a normal distribution and correlated among each other [43],
according to the formula:

a =
√︂
(D/r0)

5/3Cb, (3)
where C is a correlation matrix, b is vector of random numbers, r0 is the Fried parameter and D
is the diameter of the aperture.
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The Fried parameter is a measure of the quality of optical transmission through the atmosphere
due to fluctuations in the refractive index of the atmosphere (i.e., turbulence), with higher values
for better visibilities, which is given as:

r0 = (0.423k2 sec(z)
∫ L

0
C2

n(h))−3/5, (4)

where k is the wavenumber, z is the elevation angle, measured with respect to the vertical, h is
the height, L is the turbulence path-length, set to 10 km for this work, which is the effective
value for the atmosphere in a satellite-to-ground scenario [18,45] and C2

n is the refractive index
structure. C2

n is dependent on the altitude, and in this work it has been modelled according to the
widely used Hufnagel-Valley model. To define different atmospheric conditions, it is a standard
procedure to modify the C2

n value at ground level [46]. We have chosen C2
n0 = 1.7 × 10−14m−2/3

for low, C2
n0 = 9 × 10−14 m−2/3 for medium, and C2

n0 = 7.8 × 10−13 m−2/3 for strong turbulence
conditions.

The normalized atmospheric turbulence strength is given as the relation between the receiver
aperture and the Fried parameter (D/r0). We used D = 0.4 m (a modest optical telescope receiver
size), giving a r0 of 9, 3 and 1 cm, and a D/r0 relation of 4, 10 and 36 for low, medium and
strong turbulence respectively for our operational wavelength of λ = 852 nm.

The turbulence values are in accordance with other works [40]. The chosen wavelength is
based on the availability of light sources, moderate and cost effective single-photon detector
technologies [47], as well as the relatively high free-space transmission.

With this method, six different turbulence patterns were generated for the experimental work.
First, three different average turbulence patterns (low, medium and strong) were created as
the ponderation of 1000 different patterns, to represent the power distribution on the detector,
Fig. 1(a), (b), and (c) respectively. The average images have most of the power concentrated in
the center, giving a shape close to a Gaussian, this is an intended feature to simulate how a system
would perform in a long run experiment. However, it does not demonstrate the capabilities of the
system to deal with multimode beams, a critical property for multimode time-bin receivers. In
order to prove this point, three different single snapshots for the same three levels of turbulence
strength were created, to represent what is seen by the detector at a snapshot in time, Fig. 1(d),
(e), and (f). However, for these images there were some implementation imperfections that made
the beam to have a peak of power in the center. Nevertheless, the beams seen at the receiver were
far enough from a single mode beam to prove the system is able to handle turbulence patterns.

The turbulence images from the simulations were uploaded to the SLM. Optical and image
pre-processing was used to ensure the image produced was representative of the simulation. The
beam profiles after the SLM are shown in Fig. 2, which was measured using a complementary
metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) camera.

For optical optimization the collimated optical input propagated through a polarizer and a
half-wave plate, which rotated the polarization incident on the SLM to horizontal, a requirement
for optimal operation of the SLM.

For pre-processing, a grating pattern (changing phase information) was applied to the simulation
image in order to spatially separate the higher order diffraction patterns generated from the
SLM, ensuring that only the first order was aligned with the optical system. The position of the
pattern on the SLM screen was also optimized (spatial alignment) to ensure the correct pattern
was generated. Finally, an optimization following the Ref. [48] is necessary to optimize the
modulation of the images. This modulation consists in encoding the image as:

ψ(φ, A) = f (A) sin(φ) (5)

where A is the amplitude of the image and φ its phase. It can be seen in Fig. 2 that as the average
turbulence increases, the maximum intensity falls. The measured optical loss difference between
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Fig. 1. Set of turbulence patterns from the simulations that were applied to the spatial light
modulator. The average turbulence for low (a), medium (b) and strong (c) turbulence. The
spread in the power can be appreciated for stronger turbulence due to peak of the beam
oscillating around the center. A single snapshot of a typical low (d), medium (e) and strong
(f) turbulence pattern. The three bottom row images have been normalized to demonstrate
the system with the same intensity. Therefore, giving a fair comparison with the top row
results.

Fig. 2. Beam shape at the transmitter output after being modulated by a spatial light
modulator. The first row represents the average turbulence for low (a), medium (b) and
strong (c) conditions. The second row shows a single snapshot of a turbulence pattern for
low (d), medium (e) and strong (f) conditions. The SLM modulation is not perfect, and
an important amount of the power is always at the center of the beam. Nevertheless, the
non-average patterns are far from single modes and close to turbulence patterns so they can
be used to prove the system.

the average low (a) and average medium (b), and average low and average strong (c) was 3.2
dB and 9.3 dB respectively. The values match well measured atmospheric turbulences losses
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reported in the literature for both theoretical and experimental scenarios [18,33]. In practice,
there are several reasons for the additional optical loss from turbulence. The most significant are
beam wandering (beam tilting that decrease the efficiency of light collection), beam scintillation
(which causes random fading in the beam intensity), and an increase in the beam divergence [49].
Here, the simulation increases the attenuation by increasing the coupling to higher orders of
diffraction and it was modelled with the variance of the random log-amplitude [42].

3. Experimental setup and implementation

Figure 3 shows the setup of both transmitter and receiver for the COW protocol used for this
paper. The transmitter was constructed of fiber-based and coupled components while the receiver
was constructed of free-space optics. The light source was a long coherence length, fiber coupled,
continuous wave (CW), distributed feedback laser, which emitted at a wavelength of 852 nm.
An isolator was coupled after the source to reduce back reflections, which would detrimentally
affect the coherence properties of the laser source. The CW light was coupled into an intensity
modulator (IM), driven by an electrical signal previously amplified, that modulated the light.
This electrical signal was a pseudo-random pulse pattern that codified the logical ‘0s’ and ‘1s’ of
the COW protocol at a 500 MHz, leading to an actual clock frequency of 1 GHz. The extinction
ratio of the on-to-off was 15 dB, which limited the achievable quantum bit error rate (QBER). To
maintain a stability over time, the intensity modulator was connected to a continuously tunable
modulator bias controller with a feedback loop. Before coupling into free space, the light was
attenuated, with a variable electrical attenuator and two 90:10 couplers, to a mean photon number
per pulse of 0.07, the optimal value for the COW protocol [49].

Fig. 3. Schematic of the system to implement the coherent one-way (COW) protocol over
free space. At the transmitter the light was generated by a distributed feedback (DFB)
laser at 850 nm with a long coherence length. An optical isolator prevented optical back
reflections that could degrade coherence. The light was modulated into pulses with an
intensity modulator, which was connected to a feedback loop at the bias driver controller
to maintain stability over time. An electrical variable attenuator and two 90:10 couplers
introduce the attenuation required to reach single-photon level. Before sending to the
free-space receiver a spatial light modulator (SLM) modulated the beam shape to obtain a
turbulence pattern. At the receiver a 50:50 beamsplitter divided the light between the key
stage and the interferometer. The interferometer was an unbalanced Michelson with a path
difference match for pulse rate of 1 GHz.
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Contained on the same breadboard in Alice was the turbulence simulator, which consisted of
the SLM, optimization optics, and two beam steering mirrors for aligning the free-space channel.
Light from Alice’s transmitter was coupled into free-space through a beam collimator. The
collimated light was then polarization aligned with the SLM to optimize the SLM output (process
described previously). After going through the turbulence simulator, the beam was sent to a
beam expander with a factor of 3x and propagated to the receiver across a free space channel of
approximately one meter.

The receiver, Bob, was a composed of three stages; a beam contractor and beam steering, a
key detection stage, and an asymmetric interferometer with relay lens optical elements [30,32].
It was constructed of commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) inch (2.54 cm) and half inch (1.27 cm)
diameter free-space optics. In the beam contractor stage, a beam expander was used in reverse
with a multiplication factor of 10x. The larger beam contracting factor was used at the receiver to
reduce the beam size to avoid aberrations, particularly in the asymmetric interferometer. Beam
steering mirrors before the time-bin receiver allowed initial optical alignment. After the beam
steering stage, the beam was then split between the two elements of the COW time-bin receiver,
the key detection stage and the interferometer stage, via a 50:50 beam-splitter. The key detection
stage, used to measure raw key information, was composed of a focus lens followed by a silicon
single-photon avalanche diode (SPAD) detector with a quantum efficiency of 45% at 852 nm
and an average dark count of 200 c/s. The interferometer stage was an unbalanced Michelson
interferometer with an optical path different match for a pulse operational frequency of 1 GHz.
The long interferometer path length consisted of a delay made up by relay optical elements
with focal lengths of 37.5 mm. The use of these as the path length delay was chosen over other
designs [31] because of the operational frequency, which caused an important difference in size
with a similar performance on the thermal stability [33]. These designs have been extensively
proved to be robust against high multimode beam profiles both in the original paper [30] and
in following works [31,32]. The short arm had a mirror mounted on z-stage with a piezo that
allowed the interferometer to be manually tuned to monitor the maximum and the minimum of
the interference measurement. The SPAD at the output of the interferometer stage was the same
model as the key detection stage, but with a dark count of 400 c/s. Both the key detection and
interferometer stage had 10 nm full-width at half-maximum spectral filters to reduce background
noise from the laboratory.

To acquire data a repetitive pattern sequence of 32 modulated pulses was applied, there were
four cases where two consecutives non-empty pulses were sent, giving four interfering peaks on
the measurement histogram. The synchronization signal was sent every 128 ns, enabling the
pattern to be visually interpreted during post-processing. The accumulative counts at all the
interfering pulses were used to calculate the interferometric visibility. To measure the system
at different optical losses, extra attenuation was applied to the variable optical attenuator in
Alice. The time-of-arrival of the incident photons was measured using a 4 picosecond resolution
time-correlated single-photon counting hardware. Each SPAD’s TTL electrical output was
measured on a separate channel. During the experiment, the visibility of the interferometer stage
was monitored in real time, tuning the short arm of the interferometer with the piezo stage to
create the maxima and minima of the interference. The visibility was calculated using a time-gate
width of 200 ps around the expected time of arrival. The raw key was acquired for 15 minutes
per measurement.

Post-processing stages were applied offline, using customized code. First, a sifting process
was performed, using a time-gate width of 500 ps on the key stage to reduce contribution of
the dark counts. Then an estimation of the QBER was calculated using 5% of the sifted key,
other works have used between 10-20% [50–52] of the bits, however, we found that sacrificing
more than a 5% in our system did not have any benefits, since only an error of ±0.01% with
respect to the real QBER was found. Error correction codes were then used to further process the
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sifted key and the QBER estimation. In this work, the error correction was performed using the
Cascade protocol [53]. However, in recent years protocols such as Low-Density Parity Check
has raised in popularity because of being less interactive [54], this could be an advantage for a
satellite scenario where the communication window is limited. Finally, privacy amplification was
applied to give the final secure key rate. It was performed theoretically, due to a lack of efficiency
in the implementation, a software estimated the key reduction size based on the experimental
parameters (Eq. (9)), and then the key was reduced by that amount.

4. Results and discussion

The full QKD system was measured with the three average turbulence patterns for several fixed
channel losses. The fixed channel loss considers all the losses associated with other sources aside
from turbulence, for instance; beam divergence, atmospheric absorption, pointing and tracking,
and transmitter and receiver optical loss. Medium and strong turbulence scenarios have an extra
loss (coming from stronger beam wandering, beam scintillation effects and a bigger divergence)
not included in the fixed loss used in the model, but applied in the pattern images, so they can
be compared with the low turbulence case for the same physical channel. For the non-average
turbulence, we demonstrated that the visibility remains the same, at a constant number of counts
per pattern, to discard the losses as a reason for downgrades in the system.

The QBER model considered three factors: the noisy counts (dark counts and background
noise), the encoding errors and the detector jitter [11].

QBER = QBERnoise + QBERencoding + QBERjitter, (6)

QBERnoise considers the dark counts and the background noise at the detectors, as is common
in the literature [37]:

QBERnoise =
1
2
(1 − µT)(1 − fd)pnoise

Rs
, (7)

where µ is the mean photon number, T is the transmittivity of the channel, and fd is the probability
of a decoy sequence. For this work, fd was set to 0 for simplicity in the sifting stage, a real case
should send a small (∼ 0) portion of decoy sequences to avoid some attack strategies [37]. Rs
is the detection rate and pnoise is the probability of accepting a noise count. Here, a uniform
probability distribution was assumed, based on the noise rate measured at the lab (Rnoise), the
gating (G) in seconds applying during the post processing, and the percentage of time per pulse
when counts are accepted:

pnoise = RnoiseG acceptTime(%) (8)

QBERencoding considers the extinction ratio of the intensity modulated states with imperfections
from the device and state setting by the pulse pattern generator (PPG). Although the intensity
modulator itself has an extinction ration of 15 dB, the resultant QBER contribution was 2.3%,
due to the on-off switching time of the PPG, and the limit on the bandwidth of the electrical
amplifier.

Finally, we also considered the effects on using SPADs when working in the gigahertz region
[11]. The contribution from the QBERjitter is 0.7% for the pulsing frequency of 1 GHz and a
time-gate width of 500 ps. Narrower time-gate widths could be applied at the expenses of extras
losses, but the protocol will lose performance either way.

The results of the QBER versus the fixed channel loss for the three levels of turbulence can be
seen in Fig. 4. The black line is the model for the system for low turbulence, while the dotted
lines are experimentally measured data points for the low, medium, and strong turbulence cases.
We see as turbulence is applied with the SLM, the trend of data points rises away from the model.
This is due to the increase in channel loss experienced with increased turbulence in the channel,
3.2 dB and 9.3 dB for medium and strong respectively.
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Fig. 4. QBER of the system for a fixed channel loss from 1 to 35 dB. The model is
estimated for a low turbulence. Higher turbulences introduce extra losses that deteriorates
the performance. The QBER matches the model well, for higher losses than 32 dB, there is a
small discrepancy that we attribute to not have perfectly modelled the average dark counts
per second at the detectors. To generate the error bars, the QBER was monitored every
second during the 15 minutes of the measurement, then an average and standard deviation
was calculated.

To obtain the SKR we followed the analysis presented in [55] and [49], where more realistic
assumptions than in other works [56] are made, in order to apply a correct post-processing. A
final secret key of size l is extracted from a sifted and corrected one:

l ≤ max
β

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ncpp

[︂
1 − QBER − (1 − QBER)h( 1+ξ(µ,V)

2 )

]︂
−

7
√︂

ncpplog2
1
β − mIR − log2

1
2εcorβ2

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (9)

where ncpp is the block size, h(·) is the binary entropy, ξ(·) is a correction function depending on
µ, the mean photon number and V, the visibility. mIR is the information lost at the error correction
stage and εcor and β are parameters use to define the security level. A detailed explanation of how
to obtain the raw key rate for the COW protocol can be found in [33]. However, we acknowledge
that other security analysis has been performed on the COW protocol [57–59].

The results of the SKR versus fixed channel loss can be seen in Fig. 5(a), where the black
line represent the theoretical model for a 92% visibility and a low turbulence scenario, although
in a real scenario it is likely to have a varying turbulence (varying loss) with time hence the
SKR will not be constant, but it could take any value between the low and the strong condition.
For a modest SKR of 1 kbits, the fixed channel loss is 25 dB for the model and low turbulent
conditions, while for medium and strong, the fixed channel loss can only be 18.75 dB or 13.5
dB. Considering the additional loss (and extra post-processing associated with it due to higher
QBER) for each of the turbulences brings the total loss in line. With this system, the maximum
fixed loss where a positive SKR was obtained was at 32 dB with a value of 5 bps. At high
losses, the SKR disagrees with the model due to the extra QBER measured. Medium and strong
turbulences introduce large additional attenuation, the maximum fixed channel loss where a
positive SKR was obtained was 16 dB due to the extra post-processing needed. The additional
losses could be compensated, to a degree, with an AO system that would focus again the beam
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into the active area of the detector. Due to the passive interferometer design, which is capable of
working with multimode beams, the requirements for the AO system would not be as high and
other solutions, therefore lower specifications of AO could be used. In addition, if a larger active
area detector was used, the losses would decrease, but this creates an issue with background
noise due to large field-of-view. However, pixelated single-photon detector arrays could be used
to with post-processing to increase the field-of-view while decreasing background noise through
signal selection [32]. Figure 5(a) also shows with a dotted line the raw key of the experiment,
which demonstrates the key is always proportional to the channel loss.

Fig. 5. Secret key rate and visibility for the COW system. The black line in (a) is the
theoretical model for a 92% visibility and a low turbulence scenario. The solid points in (a)
shows the secret key rate for a fixed channel loss (see above), for three different turbulence
regimes. In dotted line, the sifted key is shown following the same color legend. Figure
(b) plots the visibilities recorded for every point in (a). We attribute the fluctuations on
the measurement due to following a manual process that not always was able to obtain the
maximum visibility of the interferometer.

Like previous demonstrations of the asymmetric interferometer that have simulated turbulence
with multimode optical fiber [30,32,34], we showed that our method of simulating turbulence
is also valid and maintains high visibility, see Fig. 5(b). For both the average and “snap-shot”
turbulence patterns (Fig. 2), we see that the single-photon-level visibility remains high before
the background noise dominates the measurement; 35 dB for low, ∼35 dB for medium, 28 dB
for high. The visibility drop off point is correlated with the signal to noise of the measurement,
and due to the additional loss for higher orders of turbulence, the medium and strong drop off at
lower fixed channel losses than the low. All this verify that the optical design is robust against
atmospheric aberration in the beam, making it suitable for free-space QKD.

The SKR can be improved in future demonstrations by focusing on critical QBER contributors,
and optimization of the receiver splitting ratios and optical design. In our experiment, the main
QBER contribution was primarily the on-off time of the PPG, which gave the largest QBER
contribution of 2.3%. By increasing the bandwidth of the PPG and of the electrical amplifier,
a lower QBER can be obtained. In fiber-based implementations of the COW protocol, the
splitting at the receiver is more asymmetric, more light to the key detection stage, due to the low
background counts of the detectors used in the implementations [26,55]. As the application here
is free-space, where there will be more noise, a study on optimization of the beamsplitter ratio
would likely improve the SKR. Finally, the half inch optics used in the receiver reduces the field
of the view of the optical system and results in aberrations at low beam angles. Increasing the
diameter of critical elements, such as the relay optics, would improve the visibility and alignment
of the system.
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5. Conclusion

In conclusion, in this work we have demonstrated an in-lab free space turbulence simulator
that can be used to simulate atmospheric turbulence and, to the best of our knowledge, the first
demonstration of the COW protocol using a free-space optical receiver.

Our COW demonstration utilized an asymmetric interferometer free-space optical receiver
with passive relay-lenses, which was designed to operate at a pattern frequency rate of 500 MHz,
clock frequency of 1 GHz. Atmospheric turbulence was modelled for low, medium, and high
values. The resultant turbulent images were applied to a SLM to simulate atmospheric turbulence
of a transmitted QKD signal. Over all values for turbulence, our interferometer maintained an
interferometric visibility of 92%. For a fixed channel loss of 16 dB, discounting losses associated
with turbulence, we show secure key generation rates of 6.4 kbps, 3.4 kbps, and 270 bps for
low, medium, and high turbulence levels, respectively. The results highlight that atmospheric
turbulence is a non-negligible parameter for free-space optical channel modelling.

The COW protocol, and time-bin protocols in general, is a promising candidate for free-space
QKD, and could be an alternative to the dominant polarization protocol implementations. The
COW protocol is less complex to implement when operated at higher bandwidth frequencies, and
it only requires two detectors and one light source, instead of multiple lasers and single-photon
detectors commonly used in polarization protocols. Alternative compact designs for free-space
receiver interferometers also make the COW, and other time or phase based protocols, attractive
for free-space implementation [31,33]. The COW protocol is also polarization insensitive,
meaning polarization compensation before the receiver is not required, which would be beneficial
in satellite implementations.
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